The trial involved

- 48,086 videos
- 12,156 hours of video
- 13,616 evidential videos
- Average video length: 15 minutes

Results of trial

- Can reduce complaints
- Reduces allegations against police by 33%
- No difference on the number of stop and searches
- No difference on how the police interact with the public
- No difference on the likelihood of an arrest for violent crime

Allegations of oppressive behaviour are 2.6 times more likely without BWV

Availability of digital evidence increased to 1 in every 3 violent crimes

Officer survey

- I collect better evidence
- I am more protected against complaints
- I need to justify my actions more

Innovative uses

- Intelligenc gathering
- Learning and development
- Information sharing
- Public engagement

The majority of London residents agree that BWV...

- 95% will help police collect better evidence
- 92% will make officers more accountable for their actions
- 90% will ensure officers follow correct procedures
- 89% stop people making false allegations against officers
- 87% will make officers treat people fairly

Better Evidence for Better Policing